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'Einstein's Big Idea' Airs
Tonight with URA Backing
Universities Research Association, Inc., is
a participating sponsor of tonight's NOVA
dramatization Einstein's Big Idea: The
story behind the world's most famous
equation, telecast nationally by PBS. The
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program is based on the book by David
Bodanis, E=mc2: A biography of the
world's most famous equation. URA will
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Planet-Scale grid: A particle collider
leads data grid developers to
unprecedented dimensions.
In 2007, scientists will begin smashing
protons and ions together in a massive,
multinational experiment to understand
what the universe looked like tiny
fractions of a second after the Big Bang.
The particle accelerator used in this test
will release a vast flood of data on a scale
unlike anything seen before, and for that
scientists will need a computing grid of
equally great capability.
Read More
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